Lean, light, and as responsive
as your own shadow

Mirra 2

Designed by Studio 7.5
As work evolves, and we become more active, shifting from
individual to collaborative work in an instant, we need tools
designed to be as agile as our work style. To address this
need, the designers of Studio 7.5 set out to create a highperforming chair that supports people who work in a
constant state of motion.

Mirra 2 moves with you, at one with your body. When you
sit, the seat and back adapt to you instantly. With dynamic
surfaces that respond to your slightest movements and
simple, intuitive adjustments to fine-tune the fit, Mirra 2
balances immediate comfort and personalized ergonomics
in one sophisticated design.

Performance
Support for seated movement starts with a flexible, yet supportive
design that allows your body to move freely and naturally. Mirra 2’s
Loop Spine provides torsional flex, allowing you to stretch and reach
laterally, while the Harmonic 2 tilt provides a smooth, balanced
feel as you recline.
™

Two back options and two versions—chairs and stools—help Mirra 2
work for a variety of people and applications. The ultra-responsive
Butterfly Back is a dynamic hybrid structure that acts like a
suspension membrane. The TriFlex back meets more rigorous
cleaning protocols because there is no fabric layer. Both back
options are ventilated to keep you cool, and both offer passive
PostureFit sacral support to keep your spine properly aligned as
you sit. Stools extend the Mirra 2 design into any setting where
seated and standing collaborators benefit from being at a common
eye level.
™

™
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Mirra 2’s Harmonic 2 tilt, with its
responsive leaf-spring design, creates
a smooth and balanced feel as you move
from one posture to another, whatever your
size or stature—from 90 to 350 pounds.

The size, shape, and pattern of the holes in the Mirra 2 TriFlex back create zones of support

The Butterfly Back is ventilated for thermal comfort and is ultra-responsive to deliver dynamic

that allow healthy seated movement.

support as you move.

AireWeave™ 2 suspension seat is temperature neutral, so heat doesn’t build up as you sit.

The FlexFront® seat edge easily adjusts to properly support your thighs as you sit.

Design
The lean design of Mirra 2 chairs and stools brings a sophisticated
profile and visual lightness to any space. An emphasis on
performance is visible. The individual components and their
function are apparent and celebrated, and vary accordingly in
material and appearance.
As performance defines the look of Mirra 2’s components, their
coloration allows significant options for defining the overall
aesthetic of your chair or stool. Added selections for textiles,
back loop and spine colors, and base finishes offer flexibility
and encourage personalization.
About Studio 7.5
Designers Claudia Plikat, Burkhard Schmitz, Carola Zwick, and
engineer Roland Zwick, founded Berlin, Germany-based industrial
design firm Studio 7.5 in 1992. Their designs for Herman Miller,
including Setu Chairs, Mirra and Mirra 2 Chairs, and Metaform
Portfolio , reflect a desire to give people more control over their
work environments and tools.
®
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Claudia Plikat, Burkhard Schmitz, Carola Zwick, and Roland Zwick

Material s
Performanc
h can
be specified to coordinate or contrast, providing a variety of ways to
personalise the look of your chair. Please speak to your Herman Miller
representative for the most current textiles and materials available.
Chair
Butterfly Back
Latitude™ /TriFlex
Price Band
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TriFlex II Back
Finish

Seat
AireWeave Finish
Price Band

Frame/Base & Tilt
Finish

Armpad
Finish

Family
Work Chair with Butterfly Back
Work Chair with TriFlex Back
Stool with Butterfly Back
Stool with TriFlex Back

Tilt Option s
Standard Tilt
Tilt Limiter
Tilt Limiter with Seat Angle
chairs.

Overview
Maximum User Weight
Population Range

Arm Options
No Arms
Fixed Arms

entile

Back Suppor t
PostureFit Sacral Support
Adjustable Lumbar Support

S tandard
Optional

Seat Height
Standard-Height Range
Extended-Height Range

Acces sorie s
Jacket Hanger
Environmental Highlight s
Recyclability
BIFMA level ®
GREENGUARD®
Cradle to Cradl e®

Seat Depth
Fixed Seat
Adjustable Seat
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Mirra 2 Chair

Design Story
The original Mirra evolved from Studio 7.5’s vision of a chair that could
react to what people do. A chair that could be simple, good looking,
versatile, highly ergonomic, and environmentally responsible. A chair
that could do more for people while requiring less of them.
Now, a decade later, Studio 7.5 has rethought that concept to bring us
Mirra 2, a chair that moves as you do, at one with your body. When you
sit, Mirra 2 adopts to you instantly. Shift and it dynamically supports even
your slightest movements. By rethinking every part of a successful design,
we made Mirra 2 leaner, lighter, and so responsive it supports you
wherever you go. Mirra 2 advances how you sit.
Herman Miller’s Design Protocol
Our commitment to corporate sustainability naturally includes minimising
the environmental impact of each of our products. Our Design for
Environment team (DfE) applies environmentally sensitive design
standards to both new and existing Herman Miller products.
The DfE Design Protocol goes beyond regulatory compliance to
thoroughly evaluate new product designs in four key areas:
• Material Chemistry and Safety of Input – What chemicals are in the
materials we specify, and are they the safest available?
• Disassembly–Can we take products apart at the end of their useful
life, to recycle their materials?
• Recyclability–Do the materials contain recycled content, and more
importantly, can the materials be recycled at the end of the product’s
useful life?
• LCA–Have we optimised the product based on the entire life cycle?
Material Content
The Mirra 2 chair is constructed from aluminium, steel, plastic (mixed)
zinc, fabric and other materials. Mirra 2 is up to 94 percent recyclable
based on the availability of recycling facilities.
Mirra 2 comprises approximately 46 percent recycled materials*
• 17% pre consumer
• 29% post-consumer
*based on aluminum base version.
metal components have a powder-coat paint finish that emits negligible
volatile organic compounds (VOCs.).
Herman Miller products can be disassembled with standard tools thereby
allowing reuse, refurbishment, repair and recycling of components.
Plastic components ≥ 50g are marked with recycling codes where
physically possible.

Materials Content

Misc.

3%

Steel

13%

Aluminum

43%

Plastic

40%

Fabic

1%

Recycled Content
Pre - Consumer Content
(PIR)

29%

Post - Consumer Content
(PCR)

17%

Corporate Sustainability Policy
For more information on Herman Miller’s Corporate Sustainability
Policy and other environmental efforts, please visit:
hermanmiller.com/environment
Herman Miller’s UK manufacturing site is certified to ISO14001
(environment), ISO 9001 (quality) and OSHAS 18001 (health and safety).
This product can help you to achieve criteria towards LEED, BREEAM, SKA
and WELL building certifications.
Supplier Excellence
At Herman Miller, we are committed to working closely with our suppliers
to reduce our collective impact on the environment.
We operate a successful closed-loop packaging scheme with key
component suppliers. Wherever possible we segregate reusable
packaging and pass it back to the supplier, who in turn reuses the
packaging for future deliveries to Herman Miller.
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